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‘Top’ notch cold storage
for top local produce

Welcome
This issue is the very first e-newsletter, designed to keep you up
to date with everything we are
doing here at MT Cold Storage
Solutions.

Top Barn is well known locally for its activity
centre and farm shop, but behind the public
facing side of the business is also a thriving
fresh produce growing enterprise.

We are aiming to send it out regularly
and hope it will be informative about
the range of cold storage solutions,
industrial and refrigerated doors we
supply and install.

Specializing in vegetables grown on site and
distributed nationwide, Top Barn Produce
supplies to the UK’s major supermarket
chains, so consistent and optimum freshness
and quality has to be guaranteed.

Who are we?

MTCSS, based in rural Worcestershire,
offers a range of cold room equipment
and industrial and refrigerated doors,
and maintenance and spares supplies for
cold rooms and refrigerated cabinets.
We aim to bring our customers the
very best solutions to meet their needs
Refrigerated
Doors
and
to install them
professionally
and efficiently.

To prepare and store produce including various beans, salad onions
and squashes, family-run Top Barn used another local Worcestershire
company for the supply and installation of its cold storage rooms,
preparation and packing rooms and blast chiller. MTCSS is based at
Leigh Sinton and like Top Barn supplies its products and solutions to
(amongst other customers) major supermarkets.
Across the facility, MTCSS supplied
and installed the varying rooms to
meet all necessary food preparation,
storage and hygiene standards, as
well as the accompanying industrial
and refrigerated doors, ranging
from controlled atmosphere and
sliding to ‘to and fro’, all specified
for maximum efficiency for personnel and fork lift trucks, as well as to
maintain necessary temperature and storage conditions.
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Product focus – cold storage rooms
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Cooling Unit Engineer, Jacob
Shanidze, Complex Service
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